Biopsy Needle Artifact Localization in MRI-Guided
Robotic Transrectal Prostate Intervention these systems, the clinician confirms the inserted needle position from a series of MRI. The MRI scanner cannot directly image the metal needle, however. The MRI shows a loss of signal near the needle location due to a susceptibility artifact induced by the needle itself-often termed a "needle artifact." The objective of this study is to experimentally evaluate the spatial relationship between the location of the needle artifact in the MRI and the true needle position. A systematic empirical understanding of the needle artifact displacement will enable more accurate analysis of needle targeting accuracy in MRI-guided needle intervention procedures in the prostate.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Prostate Cancer and Core Biopsy
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in men in the United States. In 2012, an estimated 241 740 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer and an estimated 28 170 will die of this disease [8] .
The "Gold Standard" of guiding biopsy, as well as of most local therapies, is transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) [9] . The physician manually places a TRUS probe in the rectum of the patient and, under ultrasound guidance, inserts a biopsy needle through the wall of the rectum into the prostate gland. The needle removes a tissue sample, which is examined by pathologists to determine if cancer is present. Several biopsy samples are taken from different areas of the prostate. Usually six to eighteen cores are removed from upper, mid, and lower areas of the left and right sides to obtain a representative sample of the gland and determine the degree and extent of cancer. Each year approximately 1.5 million prostate biopsy procedures are performed.
TRUS-guided prostate biopsy is widely employed due to its real-time nature, relative low cost, and ease of use. Numerous studies have shown that TRUS-guided prostate biopsy fails to detect cancer in at least 20% of patients with cancer [10] - [13] . Other studies report that TRUS biopsies are limited by low sensitivity of 60% with only 25% positive predictive value [14] . TRUS imaging is generally unable to differentiate between healthy tissue and lesions in the prostate.
B. MRI-Guided Robotic Intervention
MRI possesses many of the capabilities that TRUS is lacking. MRI is an attractive choice for image guidance, primarily due to its high sensitivity for detecting prostate tumors [15] , high spatial resolution, excellent soft tissue contrast, multiplanar volumetric imaging capabilities, and ability to support focal [22] and in conventional closed MRI scanners [3] . The surgical assistant robot reported by Chinzei [23] was adapted to assist transperineal intraprostatic needle placement [24] . Tadakuma reported the use of dielectric elastomer actuators in a preclinical prototype robot for transperineal needle placement in the prostate [25] . Stoianovici reported preclinical phantom experiments with a pneumatic system for transperineal brachytherapy [26] . In [27] - [29] , the authors and collaborators reported phantom experiments with a device with a pneumatically actuated needle guide and manual needle insertion for transperineal needle placement in the prostate. Goldenberg reported phantom targeting and MRI compatibility tests for a robotic system employing ultrasonic actuators for closed MRI scanners [30] . In [31] , van den Bosch reported a hydraulically and pneumatically actuated tapping robot. Recently, Su reported a real-time MRI-guided needle placement robot with fiber optic force sensing [32] . 3) Transgluteal Approach: Zangos reported preliminary clinical results with 25 patients using the transgluteal approach with an open configuration 0.2 T MRI scanner [33] , with targeting based on prior diagnostic images acquired with higher field strength MRI. In [34] , Zangos reported usage of the Innomotion pneumatic robot in a cadaver study at 1.5 T for transgluteal prostate needle placements. Recently, a patient study of the robotic intervention was reported in [35] and [36] .
C. MRI-Guided Transrectal Needle Targeting Accuracy
In MRI-guided needle procedures, a confirmation image of the needle location is acquired after the needle is inserted so that confirms the accuracy of MRI-guided needle targeting and so that the clinician can evaluate the needle placement accuracy. Titanium biopsy needles, which are the most commonly used in prostate biopsy, are not directly visible in MRI, but they generate a susceptibility artifact in the MRI in the neighborhood of the titanium needle. This artifact is commonly termed as "needle void" or "needle artifact." The needle artifact, which is seen by clinician to confirm biopsy targeting accuracy, is typically displaced from the true needle position, and differs in size and shape from the needle itself.
D. Previously Reported Needle Artifact Studies
Many previous studies have addressed needle artifact versus true needle position, with a variety of needles, scanning sequences, and orientations with respect to B 0 , frequency encoding direction, gradient encoding direction.
Blumenfeld et al. [37] reported that needle placement error is mainly due to needle deflection especially with asymmetrically beveled needles. Lufkin et al. [38] described needle artifact in an MRI-guided needle placement that selectively rotates scan plane. Lewin et al. [39] reported a needle artifact study to evaluate MRI accuracy at 0.2 and 1.5 T with multiple sequences and needle rotations. They found that when the needle is perpendicular to the frequency encoding direction and the static magnetic field B 0 , the artifacts are much more apparent. DiMaio et al. [24] conducted a needle artifact study in 3-T MRI using a rotating needle holder with ex vivo tissue samples, concluding that artifacts are shifted along the frequency encoding direction.
Wachowicz et al. [40] modeled brachytherapy seed artifacts in various directions with respect to B 0 in order to create distortion maps, and compared these simulated images to actual imagery. The results indicated good agreement, suggesting that artifact patterns depend on the encoding directions and orientations of the B 0 field and seed. Lagerburg et al. [41] studied artifacts of iodine seeds placed at the needle tip in MRI-guided prostate brachytherapy, reporting that the determination of the exact seed position was difficult because of the large artifact at the tip of the needle. Thomas et al. [42] also investigated the effects of artifact size on the ability to localize multiple seeds in close proximity.
Our study addresses the case of a 3-T scanner, using needle confirmation scan sequences that limit the effective specific absorption rate (SAR) to below the FDA guidelines of 8 W/kg for the torso [43] , including the local effective increase in SAR due to the presence of the biopsy needle [6] , [44] .
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A series of preliminary tests revealed that variation in titanium needle size (14G, 16G, and 18G) had a negligible effect on the size and shape of the needle void, hence a widely used commercially available 14G MR-compatible biopsy needle was employed in the experiments reported herein. Commercially available prostate phantoms have limited target volume and their multiple layers may cause needle bending during insertion. To minimize physical needle deflection and concentrate solely on needle void artifact, a larger and uniformly soft custom-made gel phantom was constructed for the experiment. Fig. 1 shows the needle artifact experiment setup using the APT robot [4] , in a 3 T Philips Achieva MRI scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, NL). A custom-made gel phantom (plant starch mixed with water and heated) was used as a soft tissue phantom. The phantom was placed on the scanner table between two liquid imaging phantoms. In order to identify the true needle position, a 14G sized glass rod with conical tip was used. For the needle artifact, a 150-mm 14G MRI-compatible automatic titanium biopsy gun (product number 11705, Invivo, Orlando, FL), which is widely used for patient procedures, was employed. The titanium needle has a bevel tip but the beveled direction was not considered in the experiment since the bevel angle is not actively controlled in the robotic procedures. An endorectal imaging coil embedded in the APT robot and a two-channel surface coil placed under the phantom were used to obtain T2-weight axial Turbo Spin Echo images (see Table I ) of the glass rod and titanium needle. This is identical to the setup used for the clinical cases in which the APT has been used.
A. Experimental Setup
After the robot and phantom were securely positioned, a series of registration scans were obtained to determine the location of four fiducial markers (Beekley Corporation, Bristol, CT), embedded in the APT robot at predefined positions. A 3D Slicer with ProstateNav module was used for registration. The ProstateNav software module is designed for APT robot reg- istration, targeting, and evaluation, as reported in detail in [5] . However, in this experiment, only registration was performed. Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of 3D Slicer ProstateNav module.
B. Needle Positioning
To observe the needle artifact in various needle orientations, 15 • ). In preliminary pilot studies, no noticeable artifact variation was observed with insertion depth variation, so an insertion depth of 140 mm was employed uniformly. The 15 orientations were manually set in sequence. At each insertion orientation, a glass rod was first inserted and a confirmation image series was taken, then the 14G titanium biopsy needle was inserted and a second confirmation image series was similarly obtained. In total, 30 sets (five rotation angles and three tilt angles for each of the glass rod and titanium needle) of volumetric confirmation images were obtained. Fig. 3 illustrates a CAD model of the needle insertion angles in the scanner's RAS coordinate frame. For 0
• rotation angle, the angle between the needle axis to B 0 magnetic field direction angle is approximately 35
• , 45
• , and 55
• for tilt angles of 18 • , 28
• , and 38
• , respectively. 
C. Needle Artifact Localization
The center of the needle artifact was selected manually in each of the image slices of all 30 volumetric scans. Fig. 4 shows a series of cropped images that represent typical artifact patterns of a glass rod and a titanium needle.
The manually selected needle-artifact center positions were then used to compute the least-square fit to a line in 3-D space. The titanium needle tip creates distinctive artifact that deviates from the needle body artifact in both size and direction. Hence, the titanium needle tip artifact, which appears to extend beyond the glass rod tip, was excluded from the least-square fitting.
IV. RESULTS
Thirty volumetric MR transverse scans of needles were analyzed with the needles positioned in 15 distinct needle positions, in order to identify the center of the needle image artifact in each of the axial image slices. For each of 15 needle guide positions two scans were analyzed: one volumetric confirmation scan of the 14G titanium biopsy needle and one confirmation scan of the 14G glass rod, a total of 30 volumetric confirmation scans. Fig. 5 shows representative sagittal and coronal views of the needle void locations observed on each transverse slice for the titanium needle and the glass rod and for their corresponding least-square best-fit lines. For the transverse image slices in which the needles were present, the centers of the voids for both the glass rod and titanium needle were found to be colinear. Table II reports the RMS residuals (mm) for the least-square line fits for each of the 15 insertion positions for the glass rod (see Table II , top) and the titanium needle (see Table II , bottom). This table shows that the RMS residuals for both the glass rod and the titanium needle are smaller than the pixel width of 0.86 mm. The typical value is under 0.1 mm, one order of magnitude smaller than the pixel width. The maximum observed RMS residual was 0.17 mm.
A. Needle Artifact Geometry
B. Needle Artifact Localization
The needle artifact position errors in the transverse plane for the 15 tested needle orientations are plotted in Fig. 6 . The • . Fig. 6(a) shows boxplots of the titanium needle void displacement in the Y (anterior) frequency encoding direction for each of the 15 combinations of needle tilt angles and rotation angles. These data indicate that the needle void displacement in the frequency encoding direction varies significantly with the needle tilt (i.e., the angle to B 0 ) and is less sensitive to the needle rotation angle. The mean Y displacement for tilt angle of 18
• , 28
• over all rotation angles was, respectively, −0.49 mm, • , the mean Y displacement varied from +0.96 to +1.44 mm, with a standard deviation of 0.31 to 0.59 mm. Fig. 6(b) shows boxplots of the titanium needle void displacement in the X (right) phase encoding direction for each of the 15 combinations of needle tilt angles and rotation angles. These data indicate the needle void displacement in the phase encoding direction varies little with variations in needle tilt (i.e., the angle to B 0 ) and needle rotation. The mean X displacement for tilt angle of 18
• over all rotation angles was, respectively, +0.40, +0.37, and +0.24 mm. The needle displacements in the phase encoding direction have means of magnitude 0.5 mm or less, and very small standard deviations of 0.4 mm or less. Fig. 6(c) shows boxplots of the titanium needle void total displacement distance for each of the 15 combinations of needle tilt angles and rotation angles. The total displacement distance for tilt angle of 18
• over all rotation angles was, respectively, +1.06, +0.70, and +1.23 mm. Table III shows the transverse plane needle artifact position error mean and standard deviation averaged over the 15 tested needle orientations. The average displacement in the Y (anterior) frequency encoding direction is 0.38 mm with a comparative standard deviation of 0.56 mm. The average displacement in the X (right) phase encoding direction is 0.32 mm with a small standard deviation of 0.13 mm.
An alternative graph for the transverse plane needle artifact position errors is given in Fig. 7 . The plots show the transverse plane difference between the center of the titanium needle void and the center of the glass needle void for all transverse image slices physically intersecting the needles. The actual needle locations are physically identical in each case, but the titanium needle image void is displaced with respect to the actual needle position that is given by the glass rod. From the practical standpoint of targeting accuracy evaluation, this graph is a very useful tool for quick estimation (by interpolation in vertical and/or horizontal direction) of the errors for any combination needle angle-rotating angle.
C. Needle Tip Artifact
The needle void created by a titanium needle in MRI extends beyond the physical tip of the needle. In these images, the titanium needle void was present in three transverse slices (i.e., a total of 9 mm) beyond the physical tip of the needle itself. Moreover, this extension of the titanium needle artifact exhibited a pronounced curvature in the direction of the B 0 magnetic field. This pronounced effect is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Fig. 8 shows representative plots of the glass rod and the titanium needle artifact center positions and the fitted line at various insertion angles, including entire recognizable titanium needle artifact. The "bending" of the titanium needle tip artifact toward B 0 direction is highlighted within a circle.
In Fig. 9 , the glass rod and needle contours are superimposed (based on fitted axis data) on the same sagittal plan containing the glass rod and the needle axes, respectively. The needle tip artifact is beyond the actual needle tip and is "bent" toward the B 0 direction. Also, the artifact around needle biopsy gap segment (where inner stylet has less material i.e., the space for tissue) is smaller than the rest.
V. DISCUSSION
The goal of this study is to evaluate quantitatively the relationship between the true position of titanium biopsy needle and the corresponding needle artifact position in MRI. In a phantom study, we found the MRI needle void to be displaced from the true needle position by up to about 1 mm (mean value, total displacement), and that the displacement varies systematically with needle orientation. In case of needle biopsy procedures, the biopsy target is located in the middle of the needle biopsy gap (at around 10 mm from the needle tip for the needle we used). As shown in Fig. 9 left, the gap into the needle inner stylet creates a shift in artifact comparatively with the other segments, altering the targeting error. For example, Table IV shows the transverse plane needle artifact position error mean and standard deviation averaged for the case presented in Fig. 5 considering the whole needle (top part) versus considering only the needle biopsy gap segment (bottom part). The average error in the X-direction is slightly higher for the biopsy gap segment (0.53 mm) than that for the whole needle (0.48 mm) with similar standard deviation (0.16 and 0.17, respectively). In Y-direction, the average error for biopsy gap segment (0.41 mm) is almost half of the error for the whole needle (0.74 mm) with close standard deviations. The smaller "shift" of the error in Y-direction along the biopsy gap segment is related to lack of material in that area and needle axial orientation.
The needle tip artifact was seen to bend toward the B 0 direction, corroborating other studies [34] , [35] : the needle tip artifact is beyond the needle tip and is "bent" toward the B 0 direction. For our study, it was important to understand how to eliminate the influence of this artifact. Our assumption was that the glass and titanium needles have the same depth. In our study, we considered just the slices containing the glass needle voids and the correspondent slices for titanium needle artifact. For a clinical biopsy procedure, the needle tip artifact is practically not relevant because the target is at around 10 mm from the needle tip.
The distance between the surface coil and the endorectal coil has no effect on the location of the artifact. The effect of the coil distance on the void artifact would be of consideration only (1) if the coils are placed too close together, which could create "coupling." The coupling would affect the whole image and not just the artifact, or (2) if the coils are placed too far away and as such very low signal can be received from the volume where the needle is located. Both situations would affect at least the largelocal region not just the void artifact. In practice, the former situation, coils too close together, was and is always controlled in clinical cases as it can be a patient safety issue, and usually the anatomy itself provides sufficient separation. It is also controlled in all phantom experiments as well by using plastic or similar stands to rest the prostate phantom on the surface coil.
The phantom and associated setup was designed to approximate conditions occurring in actual MR needle confirmation imaging of typical adult male subjects. The orientations of the needle studied herein were selected to include the entire range of the needle angles required to provide full transrectal needle biopsy access of the prostate, accommodating the normal variation of prostate size and position occurring in adult males.
The localization of the titanium biopsy needle artifact provides a consistent offset value between the true needle position and the needle void position on confirmation images. To improve the accuracy of the biopsy, it will be necessary to visualize artifact-corrected true needle positions on confirmation images as an automatic process. Such artifact correction and visualization process should be examined for safety and quality assurance of the intervention.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study addresses the effect of needle artifact displacement for the scan sequences, and for the specific range of needle orientations (orientations with respect to B 0 , frequency encoding direction, gradient encoding direction) arising in our clinical 3.0-T MRI-guided transrectal needle biopsy procedures of the prostate. We conclude the following.
1) The titanium needle-void artifacts in T2 confirmation imagery form a straight line parallel to the actual needle position in slices in which the needle is physically present. 2) The needle tip artifact can extend 9 mm beyond the actual needle tip location shown in Fig. 10 , and it exhibits strong curvature in the direction of the B 0 magnetic field.
3) The magnitude of the titanium needle void displacement increases monotonically with the needle's angle with respect to the scanner's B 0 magnetic field direction. Fig. 10 . Example of biopsy needle position confirmation image during prostate biopsy procedure using the APT robot. Although needle void is found in all images, the artifact study suggests that the true needle tip position is located at the first image plane and needle void in the last three (from right) are only extended artifact. Hence, clinician can confirm whether the needle is placed at designated target by checking the fourth needle void image from the last (in case of 3-mm image slice thickness).
4) The needle void displacement is systematic in the Y (anterior) frequency encoding direction, and with large variance. This corroborates previous reports [40] , [41] . 5) The needle void displacement is smaller in the X (right) phase encoding direction, with small variance. 6) All of the observed titanium needle void artifact displacements are less than 2 mm from the actual needle location, smaller than the radius of the significant tumor size of 2-5 mm reported in clinical studies [45] , [46] . These results are likely to be relevant to any 3-T transrectal MRI-guided system that employs similar confirmation scans to confirm the location of titanium needle biopsies.
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